THUNDER BAY FIRE SERVICES
FITNESS AND JOB RELATED STANDARDS

Candidate’s name (Please print)
I certify that this candidate has been given a medical examination and is
medically fit to undergo the City of Thunder Bay’s fitness and job related
testing for firefighters as outlined below. Please see the job related
standards on the reverse of this form.
Physician’s Signature

Physician’s name (please print)

Telephone Number

FITNESS STANDARDS (Minimum Standards)
ACTIVITY

STANDARD

1.

Blood Pressure

Will not be tested if pressure is greater than
144/94 unless physician completes PARmedx

2

Sit ups

3.

Sit and Reach

4.

Leger’s shuttle Run

Maximum # of repetitions/1 minute time limit
Males- 36 to 45 reps
Females- 20 to 39 reps
Flexibility TestMales – 33 cm to 42 cm
Females- 36 cm to 43 cm
26 cm person is able to touch toes in seated
forward flexion
20 Metre course in which the candidate runs
continually at a predetermined progressively
faster pace each minute until unable to keep
up with the pace. Equivalent met level 11.9
mets or a VO2 Max value of 44 ml/kg/min at
the minimum scoring level.

5

There is a 15 minute rest
Break before candidate
starts job related portion
See Reverse - Job Related Standards
1

Job Related Standards
The six tests to be performed are designed to recreate the physical demands of a
firefighter. Candidates will handle some items of equipment commonly used by
professional firefighters such as ladders, hoses, ropes and self contained breathing
apparatus. The inability to wear breathing apparatus, to go into small areas
because of fear of being confined (claustrophobia), or the inability to climb ladders
due to a fear of heights (acrophobia), disqualifies the candidate.
200 Pound Victim
Drag a 91 kg rescue mannequin through a 15 metre (50 foot) obstacle course.
Ladder Climb
Climb an extension ladder up four floors, uncouple and recouple a hose coupling
(Safety line attached) wearing a 18 kilogram (40 pounds) weighted vest.
Ladder Lift
Lift a 26 kg ladder off a wall bracket in a controlled manner, place the ladder on the
ground, then lift and return to the bracket.
Rope Pull
Hoist and lower a hose weighing 32 kilograms up 3 stories, 3 times using a rope and
roller.
Hose Carry
Lift and carry a hose weighing 39 kilograms (85 pounds) up and down 3 stories, 3
times wearing a weighted vest.
Hose Drag
Pull a 70-kilogram (150 pounds) load along a 15-metre course, wearing a weighted
vest.
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